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CDK7 controls E2F- and MYC-driven proliferative
and metabolic vulnerabilities in multiple myeloma
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• CDK7 acts as a central
hub for the perturbed
cyclin-dependent
kinase-pRb-E2F
pathway in MM cells.

• CDK7 inhibition impairs
expression of key
components of the
MYC-dependent
glycolytic cascade and
aerobic glycolysis in
MM cells.
ld-2
Therapeutic targeting of CDK7 has proven beneficial in preclinical studies, yet the off-
target effects of currently available CDK7 inhibitors make it difficult to pinpoint the
exact mechanisms behind MM cell death mediated by CDK7 inhibition. Here, we show
that CDK7 expression positively correlates with E2F and MYC transcriptional programs in
cells from patients with multiple myeloma (MM); its selective targeting counteracts E2F
activity via perturbation of the cyclin-dependent kinases/Rb axis and impairs
MYC-regulated metabolic gene signatures translating into defects in glycolysis and
reduced levels of lactate production in MM cells. CDK7 inhibition using the covalent small-
molecule inhibitor YKL-5-124 elicits a strong therapeutic response with minimal effects on
normal cells, and causes in vivo tumor regression, increasing survival in several mouse
models of MM including a genetically engineered mouse model of MYC-dependent MM.
Through its role as a critical cofactor and regulator of MYC and E2F activity, CDK7 is
therefore a master regulator of oncogenic cellular programs supporting MM growth and
022-
survival, and a valuable therapeutic target providing rationale for development of YKL-5-124 for clinical use.
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Introduction
Cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) are a family of serine/threonine
protein kinases that, together with their associated regulatory
cyclins, control key aspects of the cell cycle and transcription.
Human tumors frequently have dysregulated CDK-dependent
cell-cycle control mechanisms,1 making these mechanisms an
attractive therapeutic target. Recurrent dysregulation of CDK
activity has also been reported in multiple myeloma (MM), a
plasma cell malignancy; however, therapeutic translation of cell
cycle CDK inhibitors, including United States Food and Drug
Administration–approved CDK4/6 inhibitors, has been hindered
by a lack of single-agent efficacy, suggesting that targeting cell
cycle regulation alone is insufficient to produce a durable
response in MM.2

Among CDKs, CDK7 and its partners cyclin H and MAT1
uniquely sit at the intersection of cell cycle and transcriptional
control. The trimeric complex acts as a CDK-activating kinase
controlling other CDKs via phosphorylation of the T-loop, a key
regulatory step required for CDK activity. Moreover, CDK7 is a
component of the general transcription factor TFIIH, and it
phosphorylates the C-terminal domain of the RNA polymerase
II large subunit Rpb1,3,4 helping to drive transcription initiation.

An aberrant increase in CDK7 levels has been detected in many
different cancer types, and it often correlates with aggressive-
ness and poor prognosis. THZ1, an inhibitor of CDK7 as well as
CDK12/13, blocks the growth of several cancer types including
triple-negative breast cancer, non–small cell lung carcinoma
and MYCN-driven neuroblastoma, suggesting that CDK7 inhi-
bition might be an interesting therapeutic strategy for
transcription-addicted cancers, including MM.5-8 However, the
fact that THZ1 also equipotently targets CDK12 and CDK13 has
complicated a clear attribution of cellular phenotypes to CDK7
inhibition and has fueled efforts to develop more selective
CDK7 inhibitors. Several other CDK7 inhibitors with varying
degrees of selectivity have now been reported, 4 of which
(ICEC0942, SY-1365, SY-5609, and LY340515) have progressed
to phase 1/2 clinical trials.
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Here, we confirmed the functional consequences of CDK7
inhibition in MM using chemical and genetic approaches,
including engineered systems for rapid CDK7 protein degra-
dation (small molecule–coupled degron epitope [dTAG])9; and
explored the efficacy of a recently reported highly selective
CDK7 covalent inhibitor, YKL-5-124, which covalently targets a
unique cysteine (Cys) residue (C312) located outside of the
CDK7 kinase domain,10 in relevant translational models of MM.
YKL-5-124. We report that selective perturbation of CDK7
expression and activity disrupts MYC- and E2F-driven molecular
programs in MM cells, while having little observable impact on
normal cells. Moreover, by ultimately regulating MYC at the
cellular level, CDK7 inhibition downregulates the expression of
key glycolytic genes, impairing aerobic glycolysis and high-
lighting a central role for CDK7 in MM metabolic reprogram-
ming. Given the dependence of MM on glycolysis for energy,
these data provide rationale for therapeutic targeting of CDK7
in myeloma.
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Material and methods
Cells
All myeloma cell lines were cultured in RPMI-1640 (Gibco)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, Life Tech-
nologies, Carlsbad, CA), 1% penicillin/streptomycin and 1%
L-glutamine. Primary MM cells and bone marrow mononuclear
cells were isolated from bone marrow aspirates of patients with
MM after informed consent and institutional review board (Dana
Farber Cancer Institute) approval. Peripheral blood mono-
nuclear cells were isolated from fresh buffy coats from healthy
donors and activated with 20 μg/mL phytohemagglutinin
(InvivoGen, #inh-phap).

Chemicals
YKL-5-124 and dTAGV-1 were kind gifts from N.S.G. Doxycy-
cline was purchased from Sigma. Compounds were dissolved in
dimethyl sulfoxide unless otherwise stated. Galactose was
purchased from Sigma (G0750, Burlington, MA).

EMSA
Nuclear extracts were extracted from MM cells treated with 250
nM YKL-5-124 for 24 hours using the Nuclear Extraction kit
(Signosis, #SK-0001). Nuclear extract (5 μg) was used in the
E2F1 electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) (Signosis, #GS-
0011), per the user manual.

E2F reporter experiment
H929 cells were infected with E2F1 reporter luciferase plasmid.
E2F1 reporter activity was assessed using the Promega Lucif-
erase reporter assay system.

Chromatin immunoprecipitation
MM cells (3 × 107) were treated with YKL-5-124 or dimethyl
sulfoxide. Chromatin immunoprecipitation assay was performed
in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions (Simple Chip
Enzymatic Chromatin IP Kit, CST#9003) with the following
antibodies: E2F1, immunoglobulin G (Millipore, #17-10061),
and MYC (CST #13987). Primer sequences are in the
supplemental Table1, available on the Blood website.
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Statistical analysis
The significance of differences between experimental variables
was analyzed using an unpaired Student t test, or analysis of
variance for multiple comparisons. The survival of mice was
analyzed with Prism GraphPad software. Isobologram analysis
was performed using the CalcuSyn software. The significance of
the P value is *P < .05, **P < .01, ***P < .001, or ****P < .0001,
whenever indicated.
Results
CDK7 inhibition disrupts the CDK-RB-E2F axis in
MM cells
After confirming the expression of the CDK-activating kinase
complex members (CDK7, cyclin H, and MAT1) in primary MM
cells and MM cell lines (supplemental Figure 1A-B), we inves-
tigated its function and activity in MM. Impairment of CDK7
expression and activity (via YKL-5-124) causes decreased MM
cell proliferation, with significantly lesser sensitivity in
phytohemagglutinin-activated normal donor peripheral blood
mononuclear cells and nontransformed human cell lines
(Figure 1A). These data were confirmed by CRISPR-Cas9 based
genetic modulation and CDK7 rapid protein degradation using
the degradation tag (dTAG) system (Figure 1B; supplemental
Figure 1C). To evaluate on-target effect of CDK7 inhibition in
MM cells we performed global phosphoproteomics after
treatment with YKL-5-124, detecting a significant decreased
phosphorylation within the T-loops of cell cycle CDKs (CDK1,
CDK2, and CDK4/6) and their substrates (Figure 1C). These
data were confirmed in several myeloma cell lines by western
blot analysis, in which we also observed a decreased phos-
phorylation on Ser5 of the C-terminal domain of RNA poly-
merase II (Figure 1D-E; supplemental Figure 1D) after CDK7
inhibition.

Cell cycle analysis further showed that YKL-5-124 induced a
significant accumulation of cells in G1 phase with a corre-
sponding loss of cells in S phase (Figure 2A). Concomitant with
the cell cycle arrest, we observed a potent reduction in phos-
phorylation of the retinoblastoma (Rb) protein after CDK7
inhibition (Figure 2B; supplemental Figure 2A). Because hypo-
phosphorylated Rb acts as a repressor of the E2F transcriptional
pathway, we evaluated the effects of CDK7 inhibition on E2F
activity. We treated H929 MM cells harboring an E2F tran-
scriptional activity reporter with YKL-5-124 and observed sig-
nificant loss of reporter signal (Figure 2C).12 Importantly, CDK7
inhibition caused depletion of chromatin bound E2F1 as
assessed by EMSA (Figure 2D; supplemental Figure 2B), with its
consequent displacement from the promoter regions of a set of
direct target genes (Figure 2E). Moreover, we observed a
positive correlation between expression of established
myeloma E2F target genes (16) and expression of CDK7 in
RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) data of CD138+ MM cells from 409
newly diagnosed patients (Figure 2F; supplemental Figure 2C).
This association was also found in plasma cells derived from
normal donors (R = 0.55), suggesting that CDK7 drives E2F
activity in both normal as well as malignant conditions. How-
ever, we and others have shown that E2F activity is heightened
in MM, especially in the relapse setting. Indeed, using a cohort
of paired samples from patients at diagnosis and relapse
(Determination study),13 we confirmed increased E2F score in
YAO et al
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Figure 1. MM cells are selectively sensitive to CDK7 inhibition. (A) Primary cells from patients newly diagnosed with MM (n = 4), MM cell lines (n = 30), PHA-activated
PBMCs (n = 9), and nontransformed human cell lines (GMO5756, IMR90, HEEpiC, and HS-5 cell lines) were treated with different concentrations of YKL-5-124 for 48 hours
and assessed for cell viability using CellTiter-Glo (CTG). IC50 analysis was performed with GraphPad software. Data are shown as the mean value ± SD; ***P < .001. (B) H929
and AMO1 cells were engineered with a dTAG epitope (dTAG-CDK7WT). Cell viability was measured in H929 dTAG-CDK7WT and AMO1 dTAG-CDK7WT cells after treatment
with dTAG˅-1 by CTG and represented as fold change increase compared with time of seeding (T0). (C) Control and YKL-5-124–treated MM cells were subjected to global
quantitative TMT-based proteomic and phosphoproteomic analyses. KSEA for prediction of kinase activity was applied to identify activated (green bars) and inhibited kinases
(red bar) in the YKL-5-124–treated group compared with control cells. (D) Whole-cell lysates from H929 cells treated with several concentrations of YKL-5-124 for 24 hours were
subjected to western blot (WB) analysis and probed with indicated antibodies, with GAPDH or tubulin as a loading control (left). The ratio of phosphorylated/total forms of
indicated CDKs was analyzed with Image J software and represented as fold change from untreated cells. Mean values ± SD in 3 MM cell lines is shown in the graph (right). (E)
Whole-cell lysates from H929 cells treated with several concentrations of YKL-5-124 for different times (1, 4, 6, and 16 hours) were subjected to WB analysis and probed with
selected antibodies (upper). The ratio of phosphorylated/total RNA polymerase II was analyzed with Image J software and represented as fold change from untreated cells.
Mean values ± SD in 3 MM cell lines is shown in the graph (lower). IC50, 50% inhibitory; KSEA, kinase-substrate enrichment analysis; PBMCs, peripheral blood mononuclear
cells; PHA, phytohemagglutinin; SD, standard deviation; TMT, tandem mass tag; WT, wild type.
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relapsed patients (supplemental Figure 2D), which correlated
significantly with CDK7 expression (R = 0.77; supplemental
Figure 2E). These data confirm that CDK7 is a driver of E2F
activity, and that E2F is hyperactivated in MM.

Importantly, ectopic expression in MM cells of the T121 frag-
ment of the SV40 large T antigen inactivating the 3 members of
the Rb family14 restored E2F1 chromatin binding in cells treated
with YKL-5-124 (Figure 2G; supplemental Figure 2F), confirming
that CDK7 is an important hub in the CDK-Rb-E2F pathway via
its ability to alleviate Rb-mediated repression of E2F.

Therefore, we tested whether Rb inactivation would alleviate
the proliferative defects caused by CDK7 inhibition. Rb
TARGETING CDK7 ADDICTION IN MM
inactivation in cells expressing the T121 vector rescued
the S phase arrest caused by YKL-5-124 (Figure 2H) but
only partially overcame its induction of MM cell death
(Figure 2I-J), suggesting that loss of RB1 only partially affects
the sensitivity to CDK7 inhibition. These conclusions were
strengthened by results from a genome-wide CRISPR–
CRISPR-associated protein 9 (Cas9) knockout screen in the
MM1S cell line treated with YKL-5-124 or vehicle, in which
single guide RNAs targeting RB1 were indeed enriched (P =
.001) but a modest effect (logFC = 0.2) was detected
(supplemental Figure 2G). Altogether, these data suggest
that the sensitivity to CDK7 inhibition is only partially
dependent of functional RB1 and that CDK7 impacts other
pathways critical for MM cell growth.
8 JUNE 2023 | VOLUME 141, NUMBER 23 2843
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Figure 2. Impairment of T-loop phosphorylation by CDK7 inhibition causes cell cycle arrest and Rb activation in MM cells. (A) MM cell lines (n = 8) were treated with the
indicated concentrations of YKL-5-124 for 24 hours. Cell cycle was evaluated by propidium iodide staining followed by flow cytometric analysis and analyzed with ModFit LT 5.0
software. (B) Whole-cell lysates from H929 and AMO1 cells treated with the indicated concentrations of YKL-5-124 for 24 hours were subjected to WB analysis and probed with
antibodies against Rb and p-Rb, and GAPDH as a loading control. The ratio of phosphorylated/total forms of indicated Rb was analyzed with Image J software and rep-
resented as fold change from untreated cells. Mean values ± SD in 4 MM cell lines is shown in the graph. (C) H929 cells stably expressing E2F1 luciferase reporter were treated
with 50 nM YKl-5-124 for 24 hours. E2F1 activity was assessed using the Promega luciferase reporter assay system, and fold change of E2F1 activity compared with untreated
cells is displayed (mean ± SD). ***P < .001. (D) H929 and AMO1 cells were treated with 250 nM YKL-5-124 for 24 hours, and the nuclear extract was analyzed by EMSA. The
shifted probe caused by E2F1 binding is indicated by the band labeled E2F1. (E) H929 and AMO1 cells were treated with 500 nM YKL-5-124 for 24 hours and chromatin
immunoprecipitated using E2F1 or control mouse IgG antibodies. The crosslinked DNA was subjected to quantitative polymerase chain reaction using primers specific for
a representative set of E2F1 target genes. Data are represented as the percentage of input. (F) E2F score was calculated by using E2F1 genes identified previously.11 After
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CDK7 inhibition leads to selective transcriptional
changes in cellular functions critical for MM cell
survival
To further investigate the mechanisms of CDK7-mediated cell
growth, we used global transcriptional profiling and unbiased
gene set enrichment analysis after treating MM cell lines with
YKL-5-124. At concentrations comparable with the 50% inhibi-
tory values, YKL-5-124 treatment caused only a modest global
reduction in per-cell messenger RNA (mRNA) levels, as seen
using cell count spike-in normalized RNA-seq (supplemental
Figure 3A), and produced selective and significant changes in
a finite number of genes. These data are in contrast to prior
studies that examined CDK7 function using less selective
inhibitors, which showed a broad collapse of both normal and
oncogenic transcription, probably because of a cumulative
effect on multiple, independent transcription programs.5,8,15,16

Across 6290 curated genes (MSigDB, C2), a highly concordant
gene expression response between the cell lines was observed
(Figure 3A). We confirmed that selective perturbation of CDK7
activity counteracts the molecular hallmarks of dysregulated cell
cycle control at the G1/S checkpoint and downregulates E2F
gene expression programs in MM cells by activating the
dominant E2F repressor Rb (Figure 3A-B; supplemental
Figure 3B). Along with the E2F signature, there was a signifi-
cant downregulation of canonical MYC transcriptional programs
and MYC-associated biological modules (eg, glycolysis and
mTOR), whereas gene expression programs associated to other
transcription factors with relevance to myeloma biology were
not enriched (Figure 3A-B; supplemental Figure 3C). We also
found these programs to be positively correlated with CDK7
gene expression in patient-derived tumor cell RNA-seq data
(normalized enrichment score >2.0; false discovery rate <0.05).
Total proteomic analysis in cells treated with YKL-5-124
confirmed a significant correlation between protein and
mRNA level changes (supplemental Figure 3D-E).

Although E2F itself is an important upstream regulator of MYC
transcription,17 we explored whether CDK7 had a more direct
role in regulating MYC levels or activity. In previous studies,
transcriptional CDK inhibitors, such as THZ1 (CDK7/12/13) or
those targeting CDK9, potently downregulated the transcrip-
tion of MYC via targeting its upstream enhancer and super-
enhancer elements and exploiting its high transcriptional rate
and short mRNA half-life.7 We confirmed that CDK7 affects
MYC abundance and found that its inhibition caused a signifi-
cant decrease in MYC protein levels within 2 hours of YKL-5-124
treatment or CDK7 protein degradation (Figure 3C, supple-
mental Figure 3G). In contrast, the levels of 2 other short– half-
life proteins (MCL1 and cyclin D1) were unchanged
(supplemental Figure 3F). Conversely, overexpression of CDK7
led to significant upregulation in MYC protein levels
(supplemental Figure 3G). MYC protein reduction was inde-
pendent of Rb activation (supplemental Figure 3H) and not a
Figure 2 (continued) RNA-seq normalization, we converted expression values for each
calculated the total score as the sum of scaled scores from all the genes. A Pearson c
AMO1 cells expressing control vector (PCW) or T121 were treated with doxycycline
immunoprecipitated using E2F1 or control mouse IgG antibodies. The crosslinked DN
for a representative set of E2F1 target genes. Data are represented as the percentage
doxycycline for 24 hours, followed by YKL-5-124 for 24 hours. The cell cycle was evalu
cells expressing either control or T121 plasmid were treated with doxycycline for 24 ho
CTG assay (I) and apoptosis by annexin V+ staining (J). Data represent the mean of 4 in

TARGETING CDK7 ADDICTION IN MM
secondary consequence of perturbed cell cycle progression
(data not shown).

To gain insights into the mechanisms by which CDK7 regulates
MYC levels, we have performed a time course analysis after
addition of cycloheximide (CHX) to block de novo protein syn-
thesis (cycloheximide chase assay), which revealed a decrease in
MYC half-life, suggestive of an additive effect with YKL-5-124
(supplemental Figure 4A). In addition, we inhibited the 2 major
protein degradation pathways in eukaryotic cells, the ubiquitin-
proteasome system (with MG132) and autophagy (with chloro-
quine). We indeed found that treatment with proteasome
inhibitor MG132 but not chloroquine (data not shown) partially
rescued the MYC protein degradation observed upon CDK7
inhibition (supplemental Figure 4B-C). Moreover, we observed a
slight increase in MYC Thr58 phosphorylation after short exposure
to YKL-5-124 (data not shown). However, although YKL-5-124 in
Raji cells carrying a T58 MYC mutation failed to decrease MYC
protein levels (supplemental Figure 4D), expression of a MYC
Thr58 phosphorylation–dead mutant, T58A, in H929 MM cells
only partially rescued the CDK7i-induced loss of MYC
(supplemental Figure 4E). Most likely the observed MYC loss
upon CDK7 perturbation is the result of impact on multiple reg-
ulatory mechanisms responsible for MYC steady-state cellular
levels including proteasome-dependent MYC-degradation.

Regulation of cellular metabolism is one of the mechanisms
used by MYC to affect tumor cells.18-20 Our transcriptomic
analysis revealed that CDK7 activity is required for the expres-
sion of many components of the glycolytic cascade (Figure 3D).
Whole proteomic analysis in MM cells confirmed HK2 among
the most downregulated proteins after YKL-5-124 treatment or
CDK7 protein degradation (Figure 3E; supplemental Figure 5A).
These data were reproduced in additional MM cell lines by
western blot analysis (Figure 3F). In these cells, lactate dehy-
drogenase A (LDHA) was also decreased (supplemental
Figure 5B) whereas pyruvate dehydrogenase and glucose
transporter protein type 1 showed no effect (supplemental
Figure 5C).

HK2 and LDHA have been described as transcriptional targets
of MYC.21-23 We confirmed the binding of MYC to the DNA
promoter region of HK2 and LDHA (Figure 3G), which was
diminished in the presence of YKL-5-124 (Figure 3H); and that
MYC modulation causes changes in the expression
(supplemental Figure 5H), suggesting that HK2 and LDHA are
transcriptional targets of MYC in myeloma cells as well.

Blocking CDK7 stalls the proliferation of MM by
reducing aerobic glycolysis
Both HK2 and LDHA have been implicated in MM pathobiology
and response to therapy.24,25 Analysis of CRISPR essentiality
screen data in the Cancer Dependency Map (Avana library
gene to z scores, with a mean of 0 and SD of 1. After scaling the expression, we
orrelation coefficient was calculated between E2F score and CDK7 expression. (G)
for 24 hours, followed by YKL-5-124 (500 nM) for 6 hours, and then chromatin
A was subjected to quantitative polymerase chain reaction using primers specific
of input. (H) AMO1 cells expressing either PCW or T121 plasmid were treated with
ated by propidium iodide staining followed by flow cytometric analysis. (I-J) MM
urs followed by YKL-5-124 treatment for 48 hours. Cell viability was measured by
dependent experiments. IgG, immunoglobulin G; SD, standard deviation.
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Figure 3. YKL-5-124 treatment disrupts oncogenic gene expression programs in MM. (A) Scatter plot visualizing gene set enrichment analysis normalized enrichment
score comparisons between H929 and AMO1 cells treated with DMSO or YKL-5-124 (100 nM) for 24 hours. The bar graph shows NES for the top 18 gene signatures in both cell
lines after treatment with YKL-5-124. (B) Biological upstream regulators associated with CDK7 inhibition were identified using ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA). (C) Whole-cell
lysates from AMO1 and H929 cells treated with YKL-5-124 for 0.5 to 4 hours were subjected to WB analysis and probed with MYC antibody, with GAPDH as a loading control.
The ratio of MYC/GAPDH was analyzed with Image J software and represented as fold change from untreated cells. Mean values ± SD in 2 MM cell lines is shown in the graph.
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public 18Q448), across >400 cancer cell lines, further confirmed
that myeloma has among the strongest genetic dependencies
on HK2 (Figure 4A). The dependency of myeloma on HK2 was
confirmed in an independent CRISPR–Cas9 KO screen in 17
MM cell lines26 (supplemental Figure 5D). These data support
an important role for HK2 in myeloma and provide the rationale
to focus on the potential role of CDK7 in regulating glucose
metabolism in MM cells.

A glycolysis stress test with Seahorse XFe96 analyzer using
extracellular acidification rate as a measure of glycolytic activity
showed that CDK7-inhibited MM cells have significant defects
in glycolysis and glycolytic capacity (Figure 4B-C; supplemental
Figure 5E-F). Although enforced expression of MYC increases
the glycolytic rates in MM cells (supplemental Figure 5G),
silencing of MYC in MM cells resulted in a further reduction
(supplemental Figure 5H-I). The defect in glycolysis was also
observed in vivo in which short exposure to YKL-5-124 blocked
glucose consumption in MM cell xenografts as assessed by
[18F]-fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography imag-
ing, with no significant impact on tumor volume (Figure 4D).
The effect of CDK7 inhibition on glycolysis was however inde-
pendent from Rb activation (supplemental Figure 5J-K). HIF-1a
is also implicated as a key regulator of the glycolytic phenotype
in cancer.27,28 Our experiments were conducted at atmospheric
oxygen concentrations, and HIF1α mRNA and protein levels
were undetectable in MM cells and were not modulated by
CDK7i (data not shown), providing evidence of an HIF1α-
independent mechanism.

Given that cancer cells catabolize glucose to lactate in a process
enabled by LDHA, we explored the effect of CDK7 inhibition on
LDHA enzymatic activity and lactate production by MM cells. A
sharp time-dependent increase in extracellular lactate release
was observed in MM cells over time, and ablation of CDK7
decreased both LDHA enzymatic activity and lactate release
(Figure 4E-F), with no effect on expression of the lactic acid
transporters (MCT1 and MCT4) responsible for the export of
lactate into the extracellular space (data not shown).

To evaluate the effect of cellular glycolysis rates on MM cell
proliferation during CDK7 inhibition, we ectopically overex-
pressed HK2 in MM cells and observed a relatively higher 50%
inhibitory for YKL-5-124 compared with control cells
(Figure 4G). Moreover, combining YKL-5-124 with glycolysis
inhibitor 2DG29 did not cause a further inhibition of MM cell
proliferation, suggesting that they have similar mechanisms of
action (supplemental Figure 5L). However, overexpression of
CDK7 rendered MM cells more vulnerable to 2DG treatment
(data not shown). Finally, CDK7 inhibition suppressed the ability
of MM cells to grow in glucose. In contrast, culturing cells in
galactose-containing medium, which reduces glycolytic flux and
Figure 3 (continued) (D) The diagram depicts the intermediates of glycolysis, and the en
cells after treatment with YKL-5-124 are shown (*P < .05). (E) Bubble plot showing the diff
YKL-5-124 for 24 hours. The x-axis displays the log2 (fold change), and the y-axis represen
for 24 hours was subjected to western blot analysis and probed with antibodies against HK
with Image J software and represented as fold change from untreated cells (lower pane
showing MYC signal on individual loci for LDHA and HK2. The x-axis shows genomic coor
(H) MM1S cells were treated with YKL-5-124 for 6 hours and subjected to ChIP with a M
polymerase chain reaction. Data are shown as mean ± SD of triplicates and represented as
clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; FDR, false d
of reads per million; SD, standard deviation.

TARGETING CDK7 ADDICTION IN MM
forces cells to depend on mitochondrial oxidative phosphory-
lation for energy production (Leloir pathway), significantly
reduces sensitivity to CDK7 inhibition (Figure 4H). These data
suggest a role for CDK7 in supporting growth in highly glyco-
lytic cellular systems, and that the effect of CDK7 inhibition is
partially mediated by the modulation of MYC-dependent
glycolysis.

Accumulating evidence implicates altered energy metabolism
in acquired drug resistance of myeloma cells,25,30 and elevated
aerobic glycolysis was observed in bortezomib, dexametha-
sone, and melphalan resistance settings.31,32 We indeed
observed that overall CDK7 inhibition can enhance the thera-
peutic efficacy of proteasome inhibitors (bortezomib and car-
filzomib), the immunomodulatory drug lenalidomide, and the
DNA-damaging agent melphalan, even in resistant cell
models and in cells ectopically overexpressing HK2 (Figure 4I;
supplemental Figure 6A-C). Together, these data suggest that
pharmacological inhibition of CDK7 may be an effective strat-
egy for targeting and circumventing drug resistance in MM and
other tumor types with enhanced glycolytic rates.

CDK7 is a therapeutic vulnerability in MM that can
be targeted by YKL-5-124
Because YKL-5-124 is a specific CDK7 inhibitor with high
translational potential, we lastly assessed its efficacy and
mechanism of action in therapeutically relevant myeloma
models and contexts.

Because MM cells rely on their surrounding microenvironment
for survival, we first confirmed the effect of CDK7 inhibition on
CD138+ primary MM cells from patients with myeloma in
the presence of their bone marrow milieu. Treatment with
YKL-5-124 caused decreased cellular proliferation in CD138+

myeloma cells without any impact on the normal CD138−

population (Figure 5A). These data were confirmed in a panel of
MM cell lines cultured in the presence of bone marrow stromal
cells (BMSCs) from patients with MM (supplemental Figure 7A).
Moreover, an increase in apoptotic cell death was observed in
primary MM cells upon inhibition of CDK7 (Figure 5B).

We then evaluated the impact of CDK7 inhibition via YKL-5-124
on tumor growth in vivo in several murine models of MM. H929
MM cells were injected subcutaneously into mice and treated
with vehicle or YKL-5-124 when tumors reached 100 mm3 (early
treatment model) or ~500 mm3 (late treatment model)
(Figure 5C). Compared with vehicle injection, intraperitoneal
injection of YKL-5-124 for 2 weeks in both early and late
treatment models almost completely eradicated the tumor
growth without evident toxicity (Figure 5D; supplemental
Figure 7B). Identical results were obtained in mice injected
zymes regulated by CDK7 (red bars). Mean of log2-fold change for H929 and AMO1
erentially expressed proteins involved in the glycolytic pathway after treatment with
ts the negative log of the adjusted P value. (F) A panel of cells treated with YKL-5-124
2 and β-actin as a loading control (upper panel). The ratio of HK2/actin was analyzed
l). Mean values ± SD in 5 MM cell lines are shown in the graph. (G) ChIP-seq tracks
dinates with gene model depicted below. The y-axis shows signal in units of rpm/bp.
YC or IgG antibody. HK2, LDHA, and a negative control region were amplified by
the percentage of input. bp, base pair; ChIP, chromatin immunoprecipitation; CHIP,

iscovery rate; IgG, immunoglobulin G; NES, normalized enrichment score; rpm, units
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Figure 4. MYC-dependent aerobic glycolysis is impaired in CDK7-inhibited MM cells. (A) DepMap CRISPR screen (Avana library 18Q4) dependency data indicating that
MM cell lines are among the most sensitive to HK2 depletion based on cell line rank. Mean of chronos scores for each disease type are shown in the graph. (B-C) H929 and
AMO1 cells were treated with DMSO or YKL-5-124 and analyzed with a glycolysis stress assay on a Seahorse XFe96 extracellular flux analyzer. (B-C) ECAR was detected at
baseline, after injection of glucose, oligomycin, and 2-deoxy-D-glucos e (2-DG). Basal glycolytic rate and spare glycolytic capacity were analyzed by overall ECAR in control
and YKL-5-124–treated groups at different concentrations of YKL-5-124. (D) Representative 18F-FDG PET-computed tomography images (upper panel) and quantification
(lower panel) of H929 cell xenografts in mice after treatment (10 mg/kg YKL-5-124 or vehicle, for 3 days). Bar graphs represent the SUV maximum and corresponding TV for
mice. (E) LDH activity was measured in cell lysate from AMO1 cells treated with YKL-5-124 for 24 hours. (F) Culture supernatant (5 μL) from both untreated cells after 6 and 24
hours of culture, and 24 hour–treated cells was used to measure lactate secretion using Lactate-Glo assay. (G) H929 and AMO1 cells were transduced with empty vector or
HK2-overexpression vector and subjected to western blot analysis or treated with YKL-5-124 for 72 hours for cell killing assessment. IC50 values are shown in the graph. (H)
H929 and AMO1 cells were cultured in glucose or galactose (10 mM) media for a week and treated with DMSO or increasing concentrations of YKL-5-124. Cellular viability was
determined by CTG assay. (I) Three MM cell lines (H929, AMO1, and MM1S) were cultured in the presence of different concentrations of YKL-5-124 with or without bortezomib
(2.5 nM), lenalidomide (5 μM), melphalan (2.5 μM), or carfilzomib (1 nM), and cell survival was assessed by CTG. Data are presented as CI values evaluated using the Calcusyn
software. CI, combination index; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; ECAR, extracellular acidification rate; IC50, 50% inhibitory; PET, positron emission tomography; SUV, standardized
uptake value; TV, tumor volume.
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Figure 5. CDK7 inhibition reduces myeloma burden and enhances survival in vivo mouse models of MM. (A) BMMNC from 3 patients with relapsed MM were treated
with 500 nM YKL-5-124 or DMSO for 24 hours. Cell viability in the CD138+ and CD138− cell populations was evaluated by flow cytometry analysis. (B) Primary CD138+ cells were
cultured in the absence or presence of YKL-5-124 for 3 days, and apoptotic cell death was assessed by flow cytometric analysis. Percentages of annexin V+/DAPI− (early
apoptosis) and annexin V+/DAPI+ (late apoptosis) cells are shown in the graphs. (C) A schematic diagram for the subcutaneous SCID model. (D) In the early treatment model,
mice injected with H929 cells were randomized and treated with either YKL-5-124 or vehicle at first detection of tumor (tumor volume ~100 mm3). Mice received 3 different
doses of YKL-5-124 for 5 consecutive days per week for 2 weeks. Tumor volume was measured in 2 perpendicular dimensions by caliper once every week. Baseline values were
not significantly different among groups. (E) Sublethally irradiated SCID mice were injected subcutaneously with AMO1 cells expressing CDK7WT (left) or CDK7C312S (right).
Mice were randomized to a 5 or 10 mg/kg group, for 5 consecutive days per week for 2 weeks. Tumor volume was evaluated by caliper measurement. P values indicate
significant difference between groups. ***P < .001. (F) Western blot analysis was performed in cell lysates from tumors excised from representative mice and blotted with Rb
and p-Rb antibodies. (G) Western blot analysis was performed in cell lysates from tumors excised from representative mice and blotted with indicated antibodies. Images were
analyzed with Image J software and signals normalized to loading control. (H-J) NSG mice were orthotopically xenografted after intravenous injection with Molp8-luc cells.
Upon detection of MM lesions (~2 weeks after tumor cell injection), mice were randomly assigned to receive YKL-5-124 (2.5 or 5 mg/kg, intraperitoneal, 5 days per week, for 4
weeks) or vehicle control. Whole-body bioluminescence images (BLI) (H) and measurements (mean ± SEM) (I) are shown. Survival was evaluated from the first day of treatment
until death. Survival curves (Kaplan-Meier) were analyzed using GraphPad analysis software (log-rank test, P = .0002) (J). (K) Monoclonal, tumor-derived, immunoglobulin (M-
protein) levels were evaluated in MM-bearing Vk*MYC mice before and after YKL-5-124 treatment (5 and 10 mg/kg) and normalized to time 0. BMMNC, bone marrow
mononuclear cells; DMSO, dimethyl sulfoxide; NSG, NOD/SCID-γ; SCID, severe combined immunodeficiency.
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with MM1S MM cell line and treated with a low dose of YKL-5-
124 (1 mg/kg) (supplemental Figure 7C).

To confirm the specificity of CDK7 inhibition in vitro and in vivo,
we engineered 2 MM cell lines to express CDK7C312S, which
harbors a mutation of the reactive cysteine to a less nucleophilic
serine (C312S), thus preventing YKL-5-124 from covalently
binding. In these mutant cells, YKL-5-124 failed to decrease cell
proliferation and CDK7-driven activities both in vitro
(supplemental Figure 7D) and in vivo (Figure 5E). Moreover,
evaluation of tumors retrieved from mice after treatment
revealed significant reduction in Rb phosphorylation (Figure 5F)
as well as HK2, c-MYC, and LDHA levels (Figure 5G) compared
with control mice.

Next, we tested the efficacy of CDK7 inhibition via YKL-5-124 in
2 disseminated (IV) myeloma models. In a MOLP8-luc dissemi-
nation model, YKL-5-124 treatment significantly reduced MM
burden, as measured with a serial assessment of whole-body
bioluminescence (Figure 5H-I), leading to increased overall
survival (Figure 5J). These results were reproduced in an H929-
luc disseminated model, in which a significant decrease in
tumor burden was observed despite the short treatment cycle
because of the extremely fast growth of this tumor
(supplemental Figure 7E-F).

Finally, the effect of CDK7 inhibition was explored in a trans-
genic mouse model that activates MYC in germinal center B
cells (Vk*MYC).33 In this model, a low dose of YKL-5-124 caused
a decline in the amount of monotypic serum immunoglobulins,
indicative of a positive response (Figure 5K). Altogether, these
data support CDK7 as a functionally relevant and pharmaco-
logically accessible target for MM with emerging evidence of a
good therapeutic index.
ood_bld-2022-018885-m
ain.pdf by guest on 29 Septem

ber 2023
Discussion
MM is a plasma cells malignancy with recurrent genetic alter-
ations of cell cycle, growth, and metabolic regulators. Although
the transcription factors in these deregulated pathways (eg,
MYC or E2F) are considered conventionally undruggable, there
is active ongoing clinical investigation into whether targeting
druggable cofactors, such as CDK7, can selectively block
oncogenic transcription factor activity.15,34

We have shown previously that altered control of E2F-
dependent transcription represents an additional oncogenic
transcriptional regulatory axis in MM that is distinct from the
enhancer and BET-bromodomain regulated transcriptional axis
associated with plasma cell identity.11 In the present study, we
show that E2F activity is heightened in MM, especially in the
relapse setting, and is significantly correlated with expression of
CDK7. E2F is tightly controlled by the activity of cell cycle
CDKs, which phosphorylate and release the E2F-complexing
repressor protein Rb. Here, we show that CDK7 inhibition
restrains E2F activity by increasing the functionality of Rb, and
may therefore circumvent compensatory mechanisms by other
cell cycle–associated kinases more effectively, as observed for
US Food and Drug Administration–approved CDK4/6 inhibi-
tors, yielding therapeutic advantages. However, in our study Rb
inactivation did not cause a complete rescue of the
2850 8 JUNE 2023 | VOLUME 141, NUMBER 23
antiproliferative properties of CDK7 inhibition in MM cells,
demonstrating that CDK7 controls additional pathways relevant
to myeloma cell growth.

Indeed, our data suggest that in addition to E2F, CDK7 inhi-
bition impedes MYC dysregulation in MM by regulating its
cellular levels. The proto-oncogene MYC plays a critical role in
various cellular functions including the metabolic reprogram-
ming of cancer cells. MM is 1 of several cancers that exhibits
abnormal glucose metabolism evident from increased positron
emission tomography positivity, and this increased dependence
on glycolysis stems from MYC deregulation. Altered glucose
metabolism with the rewiring of metabolic pathways has been
reported in myeloma with impact on drug sensitivity.25,30,35,36 In
this study we show that CDK7 inhibition causes a perturbation
of the expression of genes involved in the glycolytic cascade in
a MYC-dependent manner, ultimately reducing the rate of
glycolysis and lactate production in MM cells. HK2 catalyze the
first committed step in glucose metabolism and is expressed at
high level in MM cells but only at a limited level in normal adult
tissues.24,37 The strong genetic dependency on HK2 observed
in MM cells could render MM cells more vulnerable to the
disruption of glucose metabolism, explaining the striking
activity of CDK7 inhibitor YKL-5-124 in MM cells compared with
their normal counterparts.

The regulation of MYC-dependent glucose metabolism by CDK7
in MM cells builds on recent work providing evidence of a co-
regulation between cell cycle progression and cellular meta-
bolism,38,39,40 suggesting CDKs as targetable cellular nodes at
the intersection between these 2 fundamental processes.

Moreover, although simultaneous inhibition of multiple tran-
scriptional CDKs may increase the risk of toxicity in normal tis-
sues, this study shows that chemical inhibition of CDK7 catalytic
function via YKL-5-124 causes gene-specific, rather than global,
repression of transcription and is generally tolerated by normal
cells while eliciting a strong therapeutic response in MM cells.

In the clinical setting, selective inhibition of CDK7 might be
most useful in combination with other standard-of-care agents
used in clinical management of MM, and indeed we detected a
strong synergism with conventional antimyeloma agents even
in resistant settings or in cells overexpressing HK2. These data
confirm that CDK7 inhibition is a valuable novel therapeutic
intervention, alone and in combination in MM. High lactic acid
and hypoxic microenvironments have been shown to contribute
to immune escape, leading to resistance to cancer immuno-
therapy. The observation that CDK7 inhibition reduces the
levels of lactate produced by MM cells and released in the
extracellular space provide the rationale for future evaluation of
the impact of CDK7 inhibition on the myeloma immune
microenvironment and immune cell functions, which could lead
to future combination with immunotherapies.

In conclusion, we herein report a specific vulnerability in MM
cells upon disruption of the CDK7-driven molecular programs,
supporting a model in which cell cycle, transcriptional, and
metabolic deregulation are counteracted by inhibition of CDK7
activity, leading to cell cycle arrest and subsequent apoptosis in
MM. With the observed encouraging preclinical evidence of a
therapeutic window, CDK7 may therefore represent a new
YAO et al
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molecular vulnerability with unique mechanism of actions to be
exploited with the specific inhibitor YKL-5-124.
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